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ON THE GENERALIZED BLASCHKE CONDITION

BY

P. S. CHEE

Abstract. In an earlier paper, the author has shown that the generalized Blaschke

condition is satisfied by bounded holomorphic functions in the polydisc or the ball in

C. By essentially the same method, it is shown in the present paper that the same

condition is satisfied by larger classes of functions, the Nevanlinna classes.

1. Introduction. Let Í2 denote the unit polydisc Un + 1 or the unit ball Bn + 1 in

the space Cn + 1 of (n+l) complex variables. Let/^0 be a bounded holomorphic

function in Q. and let /x(z) be its zero-multiplicity at z e ii. Let Hk denote the Haus-

dorff Ä>measure in Cn + 1. (H2n + 2 is equal to the Lebesgue measure on Cn + 1.) It was

shown in [1] that the following Blaschke condition holds for/:

(1.1) fdrf     /x(z) dH2n(z) < oo,
J o       Jn(r)

where Í2(0 is the polydisc or ball of radius r. This generalizes the well-known

Blaschke condition for bounded holomorphic functions in the unit disc U. Pro-

fessor P. Ahern raised the question if the condition (1.1) was also satisfied by

functions in the Hardy class H2(Q). The purpose of this paper is to answer this in

the affirmative. In fact we shall show that the Blaschke condition is satisfied by an

even larger class of functions, namely, the Nevanlinna class A'(Q). This again

generalizes the one variable result.

For convenience, we shall denote by dQ. the distinguished boundary Tn + 1 of

Un + 1 when Q.= Un + 1 and the (2n-l) dimensional sphere 52n_1 when i2 = Pn + 1.

For /holomorphic in £2, we define

||/||o=   sup   f   log + \f(rw)\ dm(w)
osr<i Jen

where m is the Lebesgue measure on dCl, normalized so that m(dü.)= 1. (We shall

use m to denote the Lebesgue measure. The dimension will be clear from the con-

text.) The Nevanlinna class on Q. is defined as

Af(Q) = {/ holomorphic in Í2 : ||/||0 < oo}.

Our main result is
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Theorem 1.1. Letfe N(Q),f^ 0, and let p. be its zero-multiplicity. Then f satisfies

the Blaschke condition (1.1).

Our proof follows that of [1]. We shall use the notation and results established

there.

I wish to thank Professor Ahern for raising the question.

2. Scheme of proof of Theorem 1.1. The points of Cn + 1 will be denoted by

z = (z1;..., zn, zn + 1). For l£j£n+l, let -nf. Cn + 1 -> Cn + 1 be the projection

7Ti(z) = (z1,..., Zy_ls 0, zj + 1,..., zn+1)=if. Let Vr = {z e U(r) :/(z) = 0} and

F(r, f,) =  f /x(z) dH0(Zi).
Jvrn„,-Hêi)

By formulas (19) and (20) of §6 in [1], we have

f dr f     rfz) dH2n(z) =  2   f    rf/72n(z,) f1 F(r-, z,) <fr.
JO Jfî(r) , = 1   Jjlyii Jo

For eachy", l£/á»+l, define/% by f,(zi)=f(z). Let a=l if D=t/71 + 1, and

a = (l - |z,||2)1/2 if 0 = Pn + 1. For w s T, let/á*(aw) = limr^1/|/(anv). Then Jensen's

formula (equation (2) in [1]; see also [3, §3.61]) gives

£ F(r, z,) dr ^ £ log \/3¡(aw)\ dm¿w) - log \f(&,)\,

where m1 is the normalized Lebesgue measure on 7". Hence

f dr f     p.(z) dH2n(z) ̂   >   f    dH2n(Zl) f log \f*(aw)\ dm^w)
Jo       Jn(r) j = i Jjip Jr

-"2   f    log |/(i,)| ¿772n(z,).
J = 1 Jjtjfi

We may assume without loss of generality that/(zy)^0 for ally (see [1, §6]). We

shall show in the following sections that, under this assumption, each integral on

the right is finite (Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4). This will imply that the Blaschke condition

(1.1) holds for/.

3. Integrals of functions in N(ü).   Let / be a holomorphic function in D. For

tv e 8Q, let/*(w) = limr_1/(nv) when the limit exists.

Theorem 3.1. Iffe N(Q),f^0, thenf*(w) exists for almost all w e d£l. Further-

more,

logineL1^)

and

f   log \f*(w)\ dm(w)
Jda
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The proof for il=Un + 1 is given in [2, p. 46]; the proof for £2 = Pn + 1 is exactly

similar.

Lemma 3.2. Iffe N(Q),f^0, then log |/| eL^Q) and log+ |/| eL^Q).

Proof. Since log |/| and log+ |/| are pluri-subharmonic in Q, Theorem 5.2 of

[1] gives

> —co.(3.1) f log+ |/(z)| dm{z) ̂   f log |/(z)| dm(z)
Ja Ja

Since log l/l and log+ |/| are («+l)-subharmonic (see [2, §3.2]), the following

integrals are nondecreasing functions of each rf. So for £2=£/n + 1,

, log |/(/-iWi,..., rn + 1wn + 1)\ dm^wj- ■ ■dm1(wn + 1)

^ , log+ \Rriw1,... ,rn + 1wn + 1)\ dm^Wi)- ■ ■dmi(wn + 1)

^ ||/||0       forO^ r¡ <l,lg)á«+Í.

Multiplying by rydrx- ■ -rn + 1 drn + 1 and integrating from 0 to 1 for each r¡, we get

(3.2) f       log |/(z)| dm(z) ̂   f       log+ |/(z)| dm(z) ̂  2-.-*|/|b.
Jun + 1 Jun + 1

Similarly for Q. = Bn + 1, we have by the subharmonicity of log |/| and log+ |/|,

f        log |/(nv)| dm{w) =£  f        log+ |/(rw)| dm(w) ï ||/||0
JCBn + i JÖBn + 1

for 0<r< 1. Multiplying by r2n + 1 ¿ft- and integrating from 0 to 1, we get

(3.3) f      log |/(z)| dm(z) Ï  f      log+ |/(z)| dm{z) Ú ¿%-
Jsn + 1 Jb„ + 1 zn + z

The lemma follows from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).

Lemma 3.3. LetfsN(ü) and l^j^n+l. 7/"/(zy)^0, then log |/(z)| eL^Q).

Proof. Let a be as defined in §2 above and U(a) the disc of radius a. By the

(n+ l)-subharmonicity of log+ |/|, we have, for each zy e 7ryQ,

log |/(f,)| ^ log+ |/(z,)| ^  f     log+ |/(z)| dm(z,).
JuCa)

Hence integration over ttjQ. gives

f    log |/(z,)| dm(z,) Ú  f    log+ |/(f,)| dmiz,)
Jn,n Jn,a

Ï  f    d/w(z,) f     log+ |/(z)| dw(zy)

=  |   log+ |/(z)| dm(z).
Ja
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The first integral is > -co by Theorem 5.2 of [1] and the last integral is < +oo by

Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.4. Let fe N(Q.) and 1 újún+ 1. Iff(z,)^0, then with the notation o/§2,

i    dH2n(Zj) |   log \f£¡(aw)\ dmx(w) < co.
Jain Jt

We give separate proofs for £2 = Un + 1 and Q = Pn + 1.

For Un + 1, we consider only the case j =n+\; the other cases can be treated

similarly. For w = (wu ..., wn, wn + 1) e Tn + 1, write w'= (wu ..., wn). Since

log l/l is («+ l)-subharmonic, we have

dm(w')     log !/*(/■,*>!,..., rnwn, wn + 1)| dmy{wn + 1) ^ log \f*(w)\ dm(w)
Jr" Jt Jt"*

for 0^r¡<l, l<,j£n. The last integral is ^ |/||o by Theorem 3.1. Multiply by

rx dr1 •••/■„ drn and integrate from 0 to 1 for each ry. This gives

f   dm{z') f log |/*(z', wn + 1)| dmi(wn + 1) í 2-»||/|0.
Ju" Jt

The integral is 3: j^» log |/(z', 0)| dm(z')> -co by Theorem 5.2 of [1].

For Pn + 1, we fix 0ár< 1 and let b = (r2— ||zy|2)1'2. Then ¿>-> a as r-» 1.

By Corollary 4.2 below,

f ¿//2n(zy) f K log+ 14(6^)1 ^(h») = ¿ f log+ |/(w)| ¿m(W)
J^B„ + 1(r) Jr "¿7r J8B„ + I(r)

= ^=- log* |/(W)| dm(w)

r2n+l
<-

So

ll/llof dHan(.Sj) f log+ |//èw)| ^(w)
J^Bn + jir) Jt 27T

The integral <pr(^) = JV log+ |/a,(¿w)| ¿//^(w) is an increasing function of r. Its

limit <p(Zj) is integrable over iryPn + 1. Hence <p(zy)<oo for almost all iy. For each

such Zj, f¡¡(aw) exists for almost all w e T. Furthermore,

f ¿ffa„(fy) f log |/(4w)| dm¿w)
JnlBn + 1 Jt

Ú  f        rf^an(fy) f log* \f*(aw)\ dm¿w) ú m&
J",Bn + 1 Jt 1*

4. A lemma on measures.

Lemma 4.1. Let V be an open subset ofR" and let <D: V —s- M be a C1 map from
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V onto a subset M of Rn. Let f be a Borel measurable function on  M.  Then

f(y)H0{V(~\ <S>-\yj)eL\M) if and only iff{<b(x))J<S>(.x) eL\V) and then

(4.1) f f{y)H0{ V n <D - \y)} dHk{y) =  f f{<S>(x))J<b{x) dHk(x
Jm Jv

where J<i> is the Jacobian of <J>.

Proof. When / is the characteristic function of a Borel set in M, formula (4.1)

was proved by Fédérer (see [1, Theorem 3.1]). The general case follows by the

usual extension process from characteristic functions to L1 functions.

Corollary 4.2. For k^2, let Bk be the unit ball in Rk, Sk~1 = dBk. Write points

of Sk'1 in the form (x, 8) = (x, a cos 8, a sin 8) where xeBk_2, — tt^8<tt and

a2= 1 - \\x\\2. Thenj>-»/(w) dm(w) = ¡Bk 2 dm{x) /*„/(*, 9) ddforallfeL1^"1).

Proof. Put V=Bk_2 x (—"■> ~"), ®(x, 0) = (x, a cos 6, a sin 6) in Lemma 4.1. Then

<P- is 1-1 on V and J<&(xu 8)= 1. The image of <P is all of S*"1 minus a set of

measure zero. The corollary follows by applying Fubini's theorem to V.

Added in Proof. Professor E. L. Stout has obtained similar but more general

results as our Theorem 1.1, and also a different proof of Corollary 4.2.
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